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RIDE THE TIDE
TAKE A GREEN SIDE
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1. Contents of Package

1. The 11’ board
2. 3-Piece paddle
3. Central fin
4. Backpack
5. 10’ leash
6. Dual Action Pump
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2. Board Inflation

1. Remove your board from the bag and unroll it
completely.
2. Before you start inflating, be sure that the valve’s yellow
pin is in the upright position. This means the valve is
closed and will prevent all of the air from rushing out
when you are finished pumping.
3. If you are using a hand pump, take the cover off from
the valve and insert and twist the hose into the valve
and start pumping.
4. Please note PSI gauge will not read until 7PSI therefore
do not worry if you see any movement on the gauge.
Take regular break and it should take approximately
10mins to inflate the board.
5. Once you get closer to your board’s recommended PSI,
remove the cap on your pump to make inflating easier
for you and to reach your recommended PSI quicker.
6. Keep on going until your board reaches the
recommended 12 - 15 PSI.
7. Twist off your pump’s hose.
8. Put the valve cap/cover on and you are ready to go.
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3. Fin Attachment

1. The central fin is easy to install and can be done when
the board is inflated or deflated. It is also easy to
remove it when boarding over very shallow water, as in
lakes or rivers.
2. Please make sure you snap in and use the little hook
to secure the fin as it will damage the fin and also the
board.
3. Do not stand on the board on the ground with the fin
attached.
4. Once the fin attached with the board and out off the
water please place the board in prone position.
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4. Storage & Maintenance

1. Always store your paddleboard indoor.
2. Away from any sharp object.
3. Out of reach of any children and pets if possible as fins can
be sharp.
4. Store it in well ventilated room and away from sunlight, rain
and moist.
5. Wash/rinse after every use
6. Wipe with a towel.
7. Take a special care of the fin area to extend lifetime. Place
or cover the fins with soft paper or clothes if possible
therefore it will not cause any damage.
8. Keep the valve area out of sand, dirts and debris and do not
clean that area with water or any other liquid and do not
pour any water.
9. Always deflate and roll the board from nose position and
fins are always outside when rolling and central fin removed.
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5. Board Deflation
DO NOT USE ANY OBJECT TO DEFLATE AS THIS MAY
CAUSE SERIOUS INJURIES.

1. Before deflating your board, wash it off with fresh water,
wipe and dry it completely with soft clothes.
2. To deflate, take off the valve cap and push down on the
yellow pin, then twist to lock it in the open position. You
will notice that the air is being let out now.
3. When most of the air is deflated out of your board, it is
time to roll it up. We recommend rolling from nose to tail
to ensure all the air can exit your board. Also, keep the
fins on the outside when rolling up.
4. Once rolled up, grab your strap and proceed to strap
your board tight.
5. When all rolled up, place your boards inside your
backpack.
6. Use usual manual handling method to lift the backpack
from the ground to prevent back injurie.
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6. Paddles Assembling

1. Take out 3 - piece adjustable paddles and take the
part with the blade and middle shaft part (part
without the handle).
2. Push the little snap in and push inside the blade part
of the paddles and place it in the hole.
3. Now attach the 3rd part of the paddle exactly same
way into the snap in hole.
4. Please do not tighten the screw too hard otherwise
may snap and get damaged.
5. Feel free to try different length until you find you
perfect length.
6. Add 8-10inches on top of your height to adjust to your
suitable paddle length.
7. Always place the logo side of the blade away from
your body when paddling.
8. Do not try to float the paddle on the water as this
may cause paddle to drift away from your board.
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7. How to Wear Leash.

You should always wear your leash when out
paddleboarding. This will reduce any emergency
situations.

1. Take out your leash and attach it onto the dring situated on the tail end of the board.
2. Other end of the leash you should put it on
your ankle.
3. Our leashes are quick release, feel free to
familiarise by practising few times before you
go out on paddleboarding.
4. Do not use the leash to anchor or drag the
board and any objects or boards.
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****Ends****

